 colson canyon vineyard
syrah
s a nt a ba rba ra cou nt y

w i ne i n for m at ion
Appellation Santa Barbara County
Vineyard Colson Canyon
planted 
Soil Santa Lucia Channery
Shaly Clay Loam
Clones 
Oak Neutral
Cellar Aging  months
Alcohol by Volume .
pH .

a lt a m a r ia v i neya rd s
James Ontiveros and Paul Wilkins have travelled many roads that
have all led to here. With a couple of friends in college, they bonded
over a burgeoning interest in wine. Interest grew into obsession and
obsession was fused into the most conventional aspects of their
youth. They spent and sacrificed more than many their age to
become veterans in their fields. Then, they moved away and lost
touch as life unfolded before them.
Over time, each was drawn to a region of quiet treasure: the Santa
Maria Valley. James’ vineyard set upon his family’s ranch was the
setting of the reunion of these two friends. This time, they were
prepared to turn each other’s passion into a partnership which
seems to have been waiting for them all along. From there, they
have shared affinity for all things homespun, historical and honest,
which reflects the unflappable authenticity of the Santa Maria
Valley.
Alta Maria Vineyards has become their tribute to the seldom
heralded excellence of this regions’ vineyards, climate, geography
and the people who have known this all along.

TA . g/L
Brix at Harvest .
Harvest Date October , 
Bottling Date August , 
Cases Produced 
Magnum Cases 

THE ARTWORK for Alta Maria Vineyards features hand hewn
iron nails used by homesteaders in Santa Maria before the Industrial Revolution introduced mass-produced, machine-cut nails.
Despite its lowly function, each nail is unique from the next
according to the conditions in which it was made and the expertise
of the craftsman.

ph. ()- aminfo@altamaria.com

